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Voice 
 
Voice is the personality of the writer coming through on the page.  It is what gives the writing a sense of 
flavor, a uniqueness, and gives the reader the feeling that the writer is talking directly to him or her.  A 
strong sense of voice demands that the writer make a commitment to the writing and write with honest 
conviction.  Voice gives the reader a sense that someone real is there on the page, whether the reader 

knows the writer or not. 
 

6 (Exceptional) 
Your voice addresses the reader in an individual and engaging way that shows ownership of purpose 
and topic; your voice is respectful of audience and/or purpose.   
 

Indications of Exceptional voice may be: 
• Interacts with and engages the reader in ways that reveal the author’s own personality, making unique choices to reach the audience. 
• Reveals individual thinking in a committed, distinctive manner that helps the reader “hear” this author. 
• Employs tone (attitude) that gives flavor and texture to message and is appropriate to both the author and purpose. 
• Conveys a strong commitment to the topic; author’s excitement for the subject is clear and compelling, prompting the reader to want 
to know more. 
• *For Academic Writing: Locates reliable, discipline-specific information from a variety of sources (web, books, journals, articles, 
interviews); thoughtfully analyzes the quality of information to assess accuracy, authority, and timeliness; effectively includes primary 
and secondary source material with clear reference to appropriate context and relevance to topic; integrates compiled information, 
demonstrating a sophisticated use of citation, into a high quality, original product to effectively accomplish the planned purpose. 
• Has a voice that enhances the purpose and is engaging, exciting, enthusiastic, and at times creative; has a distinct point of view that 
clarifies meaning of the piece. 
 

5 (Strong) 
Your voice addresses the topic, purpose, and audience in a sincere and agreeable way that convinces 
the reader of your commitment to the topic.   
 

Indications of Strong voice may be: 
• Communicates with the reader in an earnest, pleasing, authentic manner. 
• Has moments of insight and risk-taking that strengthen the piece. 
• Uses tone (attitude) that supports the message and purpose most of the time. 
• Has a clear and focused commitment to the topic; author’s enthusiasm is catching. 
• *For Academic Writing: Locates quality information on a topic from a variety of sources (web, books, journals, articles, interviews); 
analyzes the quality of information to assess accuracy, authority, and timeliness; includes primary and secondary source material with 
clear reference to appropriate context and relevance to topic; integrates compiled information with citations in appropriate format to 
effectively accomplish the planned purpose. 
• A voice that supports author’s purpose and point of view that enhances the piece.   
• Narrative entertains or engages the reader, revealing why author cares about the topic and chose these ideas. 
 

4 (Capable) 
Your voice is sincere, yet not fully engaged or involved; you offer a pleasant or even personable voice, 
though the reader is not completely convinced of your commitment to the topic. 
 

Indications of Capable voice may be: 
• Begins to reach the audience and has moments of successful interaction. 
• Surprises, delights, or moves reader in more than one or two places. 
• Includes tone (attitude) that begins to support and enrich the writing and clarify the message. 
• Presents a commitment to the topic; author’s point of view emerges in places but my periodically lapse into vague generalities, 
detracting from effect. 
• *For Academic Writing: Locates information on a topic from a limited variety of sources (mostly web-based, but with some non-
digital sources); analyzes the quality of information to assess accuracy, authority, and timeliness; includes source material (some 
primary, some secondary) with occasional references to context and relevance to topic; integrates compiled information with citations 
in appropriate format to effectively accomplish the planned purpose. 
• Includes a voice that supports purpose but frequently lacks spark; has consistent point of view.  Narrative is sincere with the writing 
establishing credibility a moments, but not consistently.  
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3 (Developing) 
Your voice is developing, but is not distinct or unique; you give the reader an incomplete impression 
of your relationship to the purpose and topic.   
 

Indications of Developing voice may be: 
• Seems aware of the reader; yet writing avoids original insights, preferring safe generalities. 
• Surprises the reader with occasional “aha” moments but shows minimal risk-taking. 
• Conveys a flat, disinterested tone (attitude). 
• Shows an emerging commitment to the topic, though the reader is not convinced that the author cares about the topic. 
• *For Academic Writing: Minimally successful at locating needed information (all web-based); shows minimal evaluation of sources 
for accuracy, authority, and timeliness; includes only secondary source material with little or no appropriate context; minimally 
successful at integrating compiled information, frequently citing information inaccurately and/or inappropriately. 
• Has a voice that is starting to support purpose, though it remains mostly weak; may have an inconsistent point of view. 
 

2 (Emerging) 
Your voice relies on simplistic phrases such as “I like it” or “It was fun” to convey any personal 
quality.   
 

Indications of Emerging voice may be: 
• Follows a predictable approach with nothing fresh to engage the reader. 
• Offers glimpses of original thinking but is mostly flat, revealing little of the author’s perspective. 
• Has a tone (attitude) that does not support the purpose. 
• Has minimal commitment to topic; does not help the reader feel anything or understand the topic better. 
• *For Academic Writing: Ineffective at locating needed information (all web-based); shows little evidence of source evaluation; 
includes only secondary source material with little or no appropriate context; minimally successful at integrating compiled 
information, frequently citing information inaccurately and/or inappropriately. 
• Uses voice that does not support or is inappropriate for the purpose (e.g., sarcasm, incongruous humor). 
• Narrative is lifeless; writing lacks conviction or authority to set is apart from a mere list of facts. 
 

1 (Beginning) 
Your voice appears indifferent, uninvolved, or distanced from the topic, purpose, and/or audience.   
 

Indications of Beginning voice may be: 
• Disengages reader with flat writing; has no content that interacts with the reader in any way. 
• Reveals virtually nothing specific about the author, making this piece that anyone could have written. 
• Has no evident tone (attitude). 
• Has no commitment to topic; contains lifeless writing. 
• *For Academic Writing: Unsuccessful at locating information on the topic; shows no evidence of source evaluation; does no include 
primary source material, unable to integrate information and use citations. 
• Has no discernible voice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


